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TeachSpin introduces new apparatus for exploring

Condensed Matter Physics

Have you ever considered the under-representation of condensed-matter physics in the advanced lab? In an era of unprecedented technological application of solid-state physics, in a time
when perhaps half of all physicists work in condensed-matter areas, does your advanced lab accurately reflect the importance of this area of physics? Reflections like these launched a multiyear development program at TeachSpin, and this newsletter reports the initial results of that effort.
At the 2017 March meeting of the APS, TeachSpin showcased its contribution to advanced-lab coverage of Condensed-Matter Physics (CMP).
Rather than a set of individual instruments, we have created an apparatus collection that enables a whole set of experiments. Our
debut offering includes apparatus that allows students to explore three fundamental areas in CMP:
electrical transport, magnetic susceptibility, and specific heat. And our apparatus is designed to
accommodate many more types of experiments – some of them our future developments, and some of them
yours and your students’.
We thought very carefully through the ‘parameter space’ we wanted to explore, agonizing first over the
temperature range to cover. Because it can display so many physics phenomena while remaining both accessible and affordable, we settled on the 77 – 400 K range, provided at minimal cost-of-operation by using
liquid nitrogen as a coolant. We also identified the need to work over the 0-1 atmosphere range of pressure, and thought through the magnetic-field requirements necessary for both initial and future experiments.
A centerpiece of our CMP initiative is an all-metal dewar vessel,
custom-made for us by Janis. It includes a 2-liter LN2 reservoir, and
an experimental ‘baseplate’ thermally linked to it, with baseplate
temperature servo-controllable in the temperature range above 77 K.
That baseplate is the arena on
which experiments get mounted. The experiments, once
mounted, are enclosed by an
‘inner can’ that permits them
to operate at pressures ranging
from vacuum to an atmosphere
of a chosen gas. There is also
a straight-shot mechanical access from above into that experimental space. Meanwhile,
around that ‘can’ and the LN2
reservoir is an insulating space,
designed to be held at vacuum. Our dewar is artfully
mounted on pivots, permitting
an easy mechanical inversion The dewar, with its outer and inner cans
The Teachspin/Janis CMP dewar, mounted on its
that allows convenient access removed, can be inverted on its base to allow
wooden base, with the outer 'vacuum can' in place; all
easy access to the experimental 'baseplate'
to the experimental baseplate. seen at the top of this image.
vacuum and electrical feedthroughs are at the top.

Our dewar is also fully 'connectorized' – a total of
30(!) electrical leads pass though vacuum seals into
the outer and inner spaces. Connections inside the
dewar are made with press-fit and screw-terminal
fittings – no soldering required. Similarly, without
any need for any soldering, students will use our
Cryostat Interface box to make reliable and traceable
connections between all the wires emerging from
the dewar, and the external world of electronics.

Now to those three experiments we offer in our 2017
debut effort: Based on the system of dewar, vacuum pump, Cryostat Interface, and basic electronics,
the three experiments can be bought separately. Each
will be the subject of a future newsletter giving details and showing sample data. For now, here are
the short-form descriptions of present capabilities.
ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT enables measuring electrical resistivity and Hall coefficients in
semiconductor samples. Here an obstacle we’re
surmounting is the supply of samples – we’re
initially supplying n- and p-type silicon samples, professionally photo-lithographed, gold
wire-bonded, thermally-mounted, encapsulated
and connectorized samples, with connections optimized for resistivity and Hall-effect experiments.

The Cryostat Interface box, shown with its cover to the side, to expose
how wiring to/from the dewar can be managed.

TeachSpin has thought out the vacuum requirements, too. Some schools will already have access
to pumping stations; others might want our suggested (oil-free, air-cooled, diaphragm/turbo-molecular)
system. Either way, two industry-standard KF25
flanges form the interface between the vacuum ‘supply’ and the dewar ‘demand’. From a warm 1-atm
start, our dewar has a pump-down time < 5 minutes;
and once LN2 is added, a cool-down time < 1 hour.

The CMP dewar at left, and a recommended vacuum-pump system at
right, ready for use in the lab.

A TeachSpin CMP silicon sample (8x3 mm2) encapsulated on its
mount, with 8-pin connector at right.

The magnetic field needed for semiconductor Hall-effect studies comes from a coil wound
on a radiation shield mounted inside the dewar.
As a bonus, these mounted samples also will fit
into our new Room-Temperature Hall Effect
apparatus.
With this
stand-alone kit, the absolute sign and magnitude
The Room-Temperature Hall-Efof the Hall Effect, both
fect apparatus: at upper right,
a moveable permanent-magnet
in silicon samples and in
structure, and a CMP Si sample
copper, can be measured.
in place.
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY makes possible
the measurement of the susceptibility χ as a function of temperature. This CMP experiment builds
on concepts introduced in our existing Foundational Magnetic Susceptibility apparatus. What’s
new in the CMP context is a way to measure χ(T)
over a factor-of-4 range in absolute temperature. Remarkable sensitivity to χ is provided by
an ‘a.c. transformer’ or Hartshorn-coil technique.

The Hartshorn-coil structure, shown
mounted on the dewar's baseplate,
with the inner can removed.

We use lock-in detection to process the signals, and thereby also
become sensitive to
electrical conductivity
(if any), in addition to
sensing magnetic susceptibility. We provide
a suite of samples with
the experiment; and in
addition, we will empower students to create their own samples,
using an epoxy-encapsulation technique.

SPECIFIC HEAT uses a vacuum heat-pulse calorimetry technique that measures the heat capacity of samples. Measurements using it will show,
experimentally, that the classical Dulong-Petit claim of the temperature-independence of the
specific heat, cp(T), is false. The motivation, of
course, is the investigation of Einstein and Debye models for specific heat. The investigation
thus shows the applicability of quantum-mechanical principles to the thermal behavior of macroscopic bodies. The technique is also directly sensitive to phase transitions, if any, in the sample.

ELECTRONIC SUPPORT for these experiments, and for our dewar, is also part of our CMP
development. Our vacuum system comes with the
gauges required; our dewar comes with the temperature-stabilizing servo-mechanism, and the temperature-measuring transducers, that are required.
We house the associated electronics in a Stanford Research Systems bin or ‘rack’ for SIMs
(Small Instrument Modules), and we make use
of modules both from TeachSpin and from SRS.

Stanford Research System's 'mainframe' for SIMs, populated with electronic modules from TeachSpin and SRS

The SIM-bin also accommodates the proprietary
electronic modules that come as parts of our individual experiments. Thus the low-level and custom analog electronics needed for the experiments
you choose will arrive with your chosen apparatus.
SUMMARY:
On a well-thought-through ‘platform’ of a dewar optimized for use in the advanced lab, you can
host, in turn, one of three experiments introducing
your students to fundamental phenomena in condensed-matter physics. You might already have the
vacuum system you’d need; you might start with
just one of our three experiments on offer. See our
website for details (and prices), and future newsletters for samples (and sample data), to learn how
TeachSpin hopes to address the under-representation
of condensed-matter physics in the advanced lab.

The specific-heat experiment, showing at top a round white sample
clipped to the 'addendum', suspended above the baseplate.

Here too, we provide a suite of samples, interesting for their temperature-dependent specific heat,
and for various kinds of phase transitions. Again,
our set-up will also accommodate student-created
samples, either in solid or powder-in-epoxy form.

Support electronics on optional TeachSpin shelving (at left) accompanies the CMP dewar (center) and recommended pumping system (at
right) to create a laboratory system for condensed-matter physics fitting
into 2 meters of table space.
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Now - Condensed Matter
Physics Experiments for
your Advanced Laboratory

ALPhA Immersions in Buffalo this summer
include a special course in CMP: Condensed-Matter Physics,
July 9th - 14th at Buffalo State College.

ALPhA
ALPhA

See http://www.advlab.org/immersions.html

Featured in the April 2017 Physics Today, pp. 26-29:
Advanced Lab, ALPhA, TeachSpin, J. F. Reichert Foundation, and even the
‘Food Truck for the Physics Mind’, TeachSpin’s outreach trailer, now on the road

